Sensory receptors as a special class of hormonal cells.
Classically, sensory receptors are specialized cells which detect specific environmental disturbances and send out neural signals for the integration, control and/or regulation of effector organs. Recently, a special class of sensory receptors called sensori-hormonal cells which employ hormones as their means of flux of biological information has been proposed. These sensori-hormonal cells are capable of detecting and transducing environmental signals directly into the secretion of hormones within the same cells. Theoretically, all sensory receptors may have examples capable of direct sensori-hormonal transduction. However, only one group of sensori-hormonal cells, the photoendocrine cells, have so far been studied. The photoendocrine cells including the photoreceptors of fish retinas and pinealocytes of bird pineals are capable of detecting light and/or darkness and transducing the electromagnetic radiation energy into a hormonal output. Generally, light suppresses and darkness stimulates the biosynthesis and secretion of melatonin by these photoendocrine cells. Contrary to many hormonal systems which employ principally the feedback mechanism for regulation, the sensori-hormonal cells are predominantly controlled by the feedforward mechanism. However, other factors may serve as additional means of regulation by influencing the system and affecting the transduction processes and/or the synthesis and secretion of the hormone. The ability of sensori-hormonal transduction is suggested to be important for the survival of the organism itself and/or its species and sensori-hormonal cells or their equivalent should appear early in the course of animal evolution. It is further suggested that the sequence of appearance of melatonin functions in the course of evolution would be: hormone--humoral factor--neuromodulator--neurotransmitter.